Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are designed with the help of min-max optimization problems that are solved with stochastic gradient-type algorithms which are known to be non-robust. In this work we revisit a non-adversarial method based on kernels which relies on a pure minimization problem and propose a simple stochastic gradient algorithm for the computation of its solution. Using simplified tools from Stochastic Approximation theory we demonstrate that batch versions of the algorithm or smoothing of the gradient do not improve convergence. These observations allow for the development of a training algorithm that enjoys reduced computational complexity and increased robustness while exhibiting similar synthesis characteristics as classical GANs.
Background
Since their first appearance [2, 11] , GANs have gained considerable attention and popularity, mainly due to their remarkable capability to produce, after proper training, synthetic data (usually images) that are realistically close to the data contained in their training set. The main challenge in designing GANs comes from the fact that their training algorithms require heavy computations that are primarily implementable on computationally powerful platforms. Such high computational needs arise not only because the size of the problems is usually large but also because the design of GANs requires the solution of min-max optimization problems. Stochastic gradient type algorithms employed for such cases very often exhibit nonrobust behavior and slow rate of convergence, thus raising the computational needs considerably [7, 18] .
In this work we focus, primarily, on the computational aspects of the training phase. Our intention is to develop a training algorithm which is simple and requires significantly less computations as compared to the current methods proposed in the literature and used in practice. In particular we will demonstrate, theoretically, that certain ideas as batch processing [17] and/or gradient smoothing [15] that are used for the solution of min-max problems have, in fact, absolutely no effect in the proposed formulation and, therefore, can be ignored. These conclusions will help us shape our algorithmic scheme and suggest a simple and efficient form. In order to be able to develop our algorithm we need to recall certain key notions from the theory behind GANs and understand how it differs from the alternative approach we adopt here. Figure 1 captures the architecture employed during the training phase of GANs. There is a random vector X with unknown probability density function (pdf) fpXq, with X playing the role of a "prototype" random vector. The goal is to design a data-synthesis mechanism that generates realizations for the random vector X. For this goal we employ a nonlinear transformation GpZ, θq, known as the Generator, that transforms a random vector Z of known pdf (e.g. Gaussian or Uniform) into a random vector Y . We would like to design the parameters θ of the transformation so that Y is distributed according to fp¨q. Under general assumptions such a transformation always exists [1, 6] and it can be efficiently approximated [8] by a sufficiently large neural network, with θ summarizing the network parameters.
Adversarial approaches in order to make the proper selection of θ employ a second nonlinear transformation Dp¨, ϑq that transforms X and Y into suitable scalar statistics u " DpX, ϑq and v " DpY, ϑq and then compute a "mismatch" measure (not necessarily a distance) J pu, vq between the two random scalar quantities u, v. The second transformation Dp¨, ϑq is also implemented with the help of a neural network, known as the Discriminator. We are interested in the average mismatch between u, v namely E u,v rJ pu, vqs which, after substitution, can be written as
For every selection of the generator parameters θ we would like to select the discriminator parameters ϑ so that the average mismatch between u, v is maximized. In other words we design the discriminator to differentiate between the synthetic random vector Y and the prototype random vector X, as much as possible. This worst-case performance we then attempt to minimize by selecting properly the generator parameters θ. This leads to the following min-max optimization problem
Common selections for the mismatch function J pu, vq are:
• J pu, vq " logpuq`logp1´vq, u, v P r0, 1s, see [11] .
• J pu, vq " logpuq´logpvq, see [2] .
• J pu, vq " u´v, see [2] .
It is clear that the generator generates realizations of the random vector Y by transforming the realizations of Z. But how can we be assured that these realizations have the correct pdf namely fp¨q?. To see that this is indeed the case we need to consider the generator and discriminator transformations Gp¨q, Dp¨q as being general functions not limited to the specific classes induced by the two neural networks. This immediately implies that by properly selecting Gp¨q we can shape the pdf gp¨q of Y into any pdf we desire [1] . In this idealized situation optimizing over θ amounts to optimizing over Gp¨q and therefore over gp¨q and, similarly, optimizing over ϑ amounts to optimization over Dp¨q. Consequently, we can redefine the min-max optimization problem in (2) under the following idealized frame
where Dp¨q any scalar valued nonlinear transformation, and gp¨q any pdf. The min-max problems corresponding to the three examples of J pu, vq we mentioned before accept analytic solutions. In particular in the first case, for fixed fp¨q, gp¨q maximization over Dp¨q is attained for Dp¨q " fp¨q fp¨q`gp¨q and the resulting functional is minimized over gp¨q when gp¨q " fp¨q. In the second case, assuming that |Dp¨q| ď M , maximization over Dp¨q is achieved when Dp¨q " e M sgnpfp¨q´gp¨qq and minimization over gp¨q yields, again, gp¨q " fp¨q. Similarly for the third case, maximization over Dp¨q is achieved for Dp¨q " M sgnpfp¨q´gp¨qq and minimization over gp¨q when gp¨q " fp¨q. As we can see all three min-max problems result in different optimum discriminator functions but agree in the final solution for gp¨q, namely Y is shaped to have the same pdf fp¨q as the prototype random vector X.
Since in the original min-max problem (2) we limit the two transformations to be within the two classes induced by the input/output relationship of the corresponding neural network, it is clear that (2) constitutes an approximation to the ideal setup captured by (3) . This implies that the output Y of the generator will follow a pdf gp¨q which will be an approximation to the desired pdf fp¨q of the prototype random vector X. This approximation not only depends on the richness of the transformation class induced by the generator structure but, also, on the corresponding richness of the discriminator structure. As long as one of the two structures does not approximate sufficiently close the corresponding ideal transformation (when for example the neural network does not have sufficient number of layers), the design will fail in the sense that the realizations of Y will not follow the desired pdf fp¨q of the prototype X. The min-max optimization problem becomes more challenging because, as we mentioned, the pdf of X is unknown and, instead, we are given a collection tX 1 , . . . , X N u of independent realizations of X (the training set) drawn from fp¨q. Remark 1. Even though the goal is to design a generator network, with GANs we simultaneously require the design of an additional neural network, the discriminator. This requirement increases the number of parameters to be estimated considerably and, consequently, the computational complexity.
Furthermore the algorithmic solution of (2) relies on alternating stochastic gradient-type algorithms and the presence of two antagonistic optimization problems translates into an increased number of updates in the implementation which are also known to be non-robust [3, 7, 18] .
A non-adversarial approach
Let us now see how we can accomplish a similar approximation for the output pdf of the generator without the need of a discriminator. We are going to revisit the idea suggested in [9, 12] which is based on kernel functions. Let U, V be vectors of the same dimension of X and consider a scalar function kpU, V q which is symmetric, i.e. kpU, V q " kpV, U q and positive definite, namely, for every scalar function φp¨q it satisfies ĳ φpU qkpU, V qφpV q dU dV ě 0, with equality to 0 if and only if φp¨q " 0.
For two pdfs fp¨q, gp¨q with fp¨q fixed and gp¨q to be determined, we define a distance measure as a function of gp¨q as follows Jpgq " ĳ`f pU q´gpU q˘kpU, V q`fpV q´gpV q˘dU dV.
An immediate consequence of the positive definiteness property of the kernel is that the solution to the minimization problem inf g Jpgq is, obviously, gp¨q " fp¨q. Let us now write the same distance using expectations. If X, Y 1 , Y 2 are independent random vectors with X following fp¨q and Y 1 , Y 2 following gp¨q then, the double integral in (4) can be expressed as
where c " ť fpU qkpU, V qfpV qdU dV is constant, not related to gp¨q. Eq. (5) is simply an alternative way to rewrite the metric introduced in (4), consequently its minimization with respect to gp¨q still results in the desired equality gp¨q " fp¨q.
The next step consists in abandoning the ideal world expressed by (5) . If Y is the output Y " GpZ, θq of the generator, this suggests that Y 1 , Y 2 correspond to inputs Z 1 , Z 2 . The two random input vectors must be statistically independent in order for the same property to be inherited by the two outputs Y 1 , Y 2 . From (5), by substituting Y i " GpZ i , θq, i " 1, 2 and using the symmetry of the kernel, we can define an average distance as a function of the generator parameters θ as follows 1
where in the proposed measure we left out the constant term c since it does not depend on θ. Performing the minimization inf θ Jpθq generates a neural network whose output Y will have a pdf that approximates the desired pdf fp¨q in the sense of the average distance we introduced in (4). This is clearly the equivalent of the min-max problem in (2) and, as we can see, it involves a pure minimization.
Properties of training algorithms
Because the problem we are concerned with involves only minimization, this allows for the use of classical stochastic gradient algorithms. What is also appealing, is that we have a rich arsenal of theoretical results coming from Stochastic Approximation Theory [4] that can support the training algorithm we intend to propose. In fact our goal is to arrive at an algorithmic scheme that has reduced computational complexity and demonstrate, theoretically and/or with simulations, that there is no significant performance loss in doing so. Actually the relevant properties we are going to use in order to propose our algorithmic scheme will be presented under a more general frame not limited to the specific optimization problem defined in the previous section.
Stochastic approximation
Suppose we are given a function hpW, θq where W denotes a random vector for which we have available a sequence of independent realizations tW t u. Consider the following optimization problem
It is then well known that the stochastic gradient algorithm
where µ denotes the learning rate of the algorithm, can lead to a (local) minimizer of (7) without knowing the probability distribution of W . The algorithm in (8) can be characterized [4] by the average trajectoryθ t and the corresponding random perturbations v t as θ t "θ t`vt wherē
while for v t " θ t´θt we have the steady-state description Erv 8 v 8 s " lim tÑ8 Erv t v t s " µ`1`op1q˘Q with the matrix Q satisfying the following Lyapunov equation
Vector θ˚is the true (local) minimizer of (7) and C is the Hessian of E W rHpW, θqs evaluated at θ˚. As it is explained in [4] , the mean trajectory captures the transient phase while the perturbation part becomes leading during the steady-state of the corresponding algorithmic run. This is also graphically depicted in Figure 2 for the case of a simple regression model of the form y t " θ ˚Xt`wt , where X t has length 5, tX t u is i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian with unit covariance matrix and tw t u is i.i.d. additive zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance 0.1 and independent from tX t u. We are interested in inf θ E y,X rpy´θ Xq 2 s. In the stochastic gradient descent version θ t " θ t´1`µ py t´θ t´1 X t qX t we select the learning rate µ " 0.001. The average trajectory and the steady-state performance introduced before can be used as a means to compare algorithms.
Remark 2. When two algorithms have similar average trajectories and exhibit the same steady-state behavior, they are practically equivalent in performance.
This simple rule which, of course, makes sense will allow us to examine whether certain alternative versions of the classical algorithm in (8) can indeed improve its convergence characteristics.
Does batch processing improve convergence?
A widespread impression [9, 17] is that if we use data in batches tW pn´1qK`1 , . . . , W nK u of length K and approximate E W rHpW, θqs with 1 K ř K´1 j"0 HpW nK´j , θq instead of HpW t , θq, then the corresponding algorithm
converges faster than (8) . Considering speed in terms of iterations is actually completely unfair since each iteration in (10) involves the usage of K vectors W j and K gradient computations instead of a single W j and a single gradient computation in the classical scheme (8) . In order for the comparison to be correct we need to count speed in terms of the number of W j vectors already used or the number of gradient computations already performed. Following this principle, (10) should be expressed as
Returning to the classical version, from Stochastic Approximation theory we know that the algorithm in (8) has a natural ability for averaging/smoothing. This can become apparent if we subsample (8) every K iterations and expand the formula across K consecutive updates
As we can see by selecting µ " µ 1 {K, (11) and (12) become very similar. Of course we observe that in the latter the parameter estimates are different in each term of the sum as opposed to the former where these estimates are all the same. We should however note that, since µ is very small, θ t changes very slowly resulting in minor differences between θ nK´j´1 and θ pn´1qK . Following Remark 2, we can make a formal claim by computing the average trajectories and the steady-state perturbation covariance matrices of the two versions. The following lemma compares the two algorithms.
Lemma 1. The average trajectories in (11) and (12) are given respectively bȳ
while the steady-state perturbation covariance matrix in both cases satisfies Erv 8 v 8 s " Erv 1 8 pv 1 8 q s "
and Q is the solution of (9). Proof: The first equation is a direct consequence of the definition of the average trajectory. For the second we assume sufficient smoothness of the vector function E W rHpW, θqs and apply a Taylor expansion around θ pn´1qK after expressingθ nK´j´1 "θ pn´1qK`O pµ 1 q. Finally, the computation of the perturbation covariance matrices is also straightforward and since it involves the exact minimizer θ˚it is the same for both algorithms.
Lemma 1 implies that batching has actually no noticeable effect during initial convergence and during steady-state. This is also confirmed from Figure 3 where we present the relative estimation-difference power Actually, Figure 3 allows us to make a claim that is far stronger than Lemma 1: Not only the two versions exhibit similar first and second order moments over iterations (i.e. similar average trajectories and steadystate perturbation covariance matrices, as stated in Lemma 1), but their actual estimates θ t , θ 1 t are very close to each other, provided of course that the two algorithms use the same data, synchronously. Indeed, as we demonstrated, per gradient computation there is no improvement in convergence, however, if there are parallel processing units (or vectorized computational capabilities) we can perform multiple gradient computations simultaneously and reduce the overall physical computational time [3] .
Does smoothing improve convergence?
Another popular variation of the classical stochastic gradient algorithm consists in replacing the instantaneous gradient with a smoothed version updated over each iteration. In particular, instead of (8), in [15] it is proposed as alternativeH
The smoothing in (13) corresponds to an exponential windowing in place of the orthogonal window employed in the batch implementation. This can be seen from the expansioñ
A typical value of ρ is 0.9 which implies that very quickly the contribution of past gradients in the sum, due to the term ρ j , becomes negligible and the sum appears as having practically a fixed number of terms. In fact it is commonly considered in signal processing that an exponential window has the same effect as an orthogonal window of length K " 1 1´ρ . This makes smoothing similar to batch processing and, therefore, it is expected not to provide any noticeable difference compared to the original algorithm (8) .
We could offer a formal proof to our previous argument by finding, as before, the average trajectory and the steady-state covariance matrix and show that they are similar to the original version. Instead, for simplicity we provide a simulation example in the hope that it is equally convincing. In Figure 3 we plot the relative estimation-difference power 2}θ t´θ 2 t } 2 {p}θ t´θ˚} 2`} θ 2 t´θ˚} 2 q (blue) for the regression model example where in (13) we used ρ " 0.9. As we observe, again the two algorithms provide similar estimates with the relative estimation-difference power being of the order of µ 1 during steady-state and much smaller during the transient phase.
Does gradient computation using past parameter estimates affect convergence?
Next we would like to examine the effect on the algorithmic performance when in (8) the computation of the gradient is performed not by using θ t´1 but θ t´k , k ą 1. In other words we consider the algorithm
Again, computing the average trajectory and the steady-state perturbation covariance matrix we can show that the two algorithms in (8) and (15) are described by similar equations. In particular for (15) we need to use that fact thatθ 3 t´k "θ 3 t´1`O pµq which will inflict an Opµ 2 q difference as compared to the average trajectoryθ t of (8). The steady-state behavior on the other hand will be the same. In Figure 3 , as before, we plot 2}θ t´θ 3 t } 2 {p}θ t´θ˚} 2`} θ 3 t´θ˚} 2 q (green) for a delay k " 5. As we can see, if for the computation of the gradient we use a delayed version of our parameter estimate, this has only a negligible effect on the overall convergence behavior of the algorithm.
Remark 4. The previous properties apply to every algorithm in the form of (8). We should however emphasize that the computational schemes employed in classical GANs for solving (2) do not fall under this frame.
Indeed for min-max problems each update of θ (generator parameters) is followed by several updates of ϑ (discriminator parameters). Consequently batching/smoothing/delaying may affect these algorithms differently. As far as the class of algorithms captured by (8) is concerned, which are the focus of this work, we believe we have provided sufficient evidence that these modifications have no significant effect on the characteristics of the algorithm.
Proposed algorithmic scheme
Let us now return to the problem of interest, namely the minimization of Jpθq which is defined in (6) . Because of the properties described in Sections 3.2, 3.3 it is clear that we will adopt a simple version without smoothing (which is common in adversarial approaches [15] ). The property mentioned in Section 3.4 will be used after we make the presentation of the first version of our algorithm and it will result in a significant computational reduction without any noticeable sacrifice in performance.
Following (7) and (8), at each iteration t we need to provide two statistically independent realizations Z 1 t , Z 2 t of the input vector Z and one realization X t of X. As we pointed out Z 1 t , Z 2 t can be generated since their pdf is assumed known (e.g. Gaussian or Uniform) while X t is available from the training data set tX 1 , . . . , X N u.
We would like to point out that stochastic gradient type algorithms for the minimization of Jpθq were previously proposed in [9, 16] . In [16] expectation is replaced by averaging over the whole set of available training data. Consequently each iteration requires a considerable amount of gradient computations. In [9] this problem is reduced since they propose the use of small-sized (mini) batches. Specifically they define one batch with X i 's and a second with pairs pZ 1 j , Z 2 j q. Because each X i from the first batch is combined with every pair pZ 1 j , Z 2 j q in the second batch, the number of gradient evaluations is still elevated. Consider now a neural network with two layers. In particular if Z, Y are the input and output respectively, we define W " AZ`a, S " dpW q; T " BS`b, Y " gpT q where dpwq, gpwq denote scalar nonlinearities with dpW q, gpW q meaning that dpwq, gpwq is applied to each element of the vector W . Matrices A, B and vectors a, b constitute the parameters of the two layers with each matrix forming the linear combination and the vector providing the offset. The input vector Z is usually of much smaller dimension as compared to X and Y and we reach the target dimension progressively. For our algorithm we consider only fully connected neural networks without any special constraint on their coefficients.
To apply the stochastic gradient algorithm, the most crucial part is the computation of the gradient of the kernel kpY, U q with respect to the parameter matrices and vectors. These parameters affect the kernel value through Y . Interestingly, there is a very simple recursive formula that allows for the computation of the corresponding derivatives. This is presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Denote with ∇ rA as kpY, U q, ∇ rB bs kpY, U q the gradients of the kernel kpY, U q with respect to the elements of the matrices rA as, rB bs that affect Y and with the partial derivatives arranged into a matrix of the same dimensions. To compute the gradients define
with d 1 pwq, g 1 pwq denoting the derivatives of dpwq, gpwq and A d B denoting the element-by-element multiplication of two matrices A, B of the same dimensions. Then the two gradients take the simple form ∇ rA as kpY, U q " UrS 1s, ∇ rB bs kpY, U q " V rZ 1s.
Proof: The proof of this lemma presents no particular difficulty. It only requires careful housekeeping of the various partial derivatives. It is also worth mentioning that the gradients of the kernel function with respect to the parameters of each layer turn out to form a rank-one matrix.
Let us now limit ourselves to the Gaussian kernel case kpU, V q " e´} U´V } 2 {h . We then have
The function that plays the role of h in (7) is Initialize A 0 , B 0 using the method in [10] and set a 0 , b 0 to zero.
Available from iteration t´1: A t´1 , B t´1 , a t´1 , b t´1 .
At iteration t:
Generate inputs: Z 1 t , Z 2 t and select X t from training set; cycle data if exhausted. Compute layer outputs for i " 1, 2:
For i " 1, 2 compute:
Repeat until some stopping rule is satisfied.
for which we must compute the gradient with respect to the parameters of each layer. The first version of the algorithm is depicted in Table 1 .
As we see from Table 1 , in each iteration t we need to compute the layer outputs and the corresponding gradients for two different inputs Z 1 t , Z 2 t . It is exactly here that we intend to use the result of Section 3.4. We propose to compute the layer outputs and gradients corresponding to a single input Z t while as second input we use the one generated during the previous iteration along with its outputs and gradients. This poses no problem since Z t and Z t´1 are independent, as required by our analysis. Finally, a last issue we would like to address is normalization. In order for the learning rate to become data independent, it is necessary that the gradient, before being used in the update, to be normalized. For this reason we adopt the scheme proposed in [20] with λ " 0.999. Incorporating all these points into our algorithmic structure produces the final result depicted in Table 2 . Regarding our notation, if A is a matrix then pAq ij denotes its ij-th element. Initialize A 0 , B 0 , using the method in [10] and set a 0 ,
Generate input: Z t and select X t from training set; cycle data if exhausted.
Compute layer outputs:
Compute gradients:
Estimate power of gradient elements:
Update parameter estimates:
Repeat until stopping some rule is satisfied.
Experiments
We applied our algorithm to the MNIST dataset. For the generator, which is the only neural network required by our approach, we used two fully connected layers (as mentioned full connectivity is the only structure considered in this work) with dimensions 10ˆ128ˆ784. Parameter h was selected h " 36 and in order to exploit the parallel processing capabilities of our computational platform we used a batch size of 32. Finally we applied a smoothing factor λ " 0.999 for the power estimation of each component of the gradient matrices, while for the learning rate we selected µ " 10´3.
Similar geometry for the generator was adopted for the GAN implementation, namely two layers with GAN, Batch size 32 Proposed, Batch size 32 Figure 4 . Inception score for proposed and GAN [5, 14] for the MNIST dataset. dimensions 10ˆ128ˆ784 while the discriminator structure was chosen to be 784ˆ128ˆ1. We also used a batch size of 32 with the same λ and µ. We should mention that in this case we also employed smoothing of the average gradient as suggested in [15] with a corresponding smoothing factor equal to 0.9. We plot the relative performance of the two methods in Figure 4 where we depict their Inception Score [5, 14] as a function of processing time. Our method attains better score values which is translated into more visually meaningful synthetic images as we can see from Figure 5 . We also applied our algorithm to the CelebA dataset (properly cropped). The geometry used for the generator was again two layers with dimensions 20ˆ300ˆ1024, h " 80, batch size 64, λ " 0.999, µ " 10´4. In Figure 6 we present results generated by the GAN architecture after (a) 10 6 ; (b) 3ˆ10 6 ; (c) 5ˆ10 6 iterations and batch size K " 64, while in (d) the results of our method after 5ˆ10 6 iterations and the same batch size. We must clarify that the 5ˆ10 6 iterations of our method that led to Figure 6 physical time than the 10 6 iterations with GANs which produced Figure 6 (a). As we can see, our algorithm provides far superior synthetic images even when compared to the GAN results captured in Figure 6 (c) and produced after the same number of iterations. The latter required five times more physical time than our method.
Remark 5. We would like to mention that we also implemented our algorithm in Matlab. When executed on a laptop computer (MacBook Pro) in the case of the MNIST database, a single sweep of its 60,000 images required approximately 3 min. When, however, we exploited the vectorized computation capacity of Matlab and developed a batched version of the algorithm, the execution time was reduced to 4 sec with a batch of size 32.
We can experience truly exceptional improvement in image quality with GANs if we utilize deep convolutional networks [19] instead of the fully connected version previously discussed. The quality improvement can indeed be verified from Figure 7 where in (a) we repeat the results of our method from Figure 6 in (b) we present the results of a deep convolutional GAN with geometry as the one suggested in [13] . We should however note that this amelioration in GANs comes at an extremely elevated computational cost. Indeed the physical time required for 200,000 iterations (with batch size K " 64) was five times more than the 5 million iterations of our method.
It is also possible to measure quality by adopting the Maximum Mean Discrepancy score [12] . According to this index, better quality images produce smaller values. The scores for the three methods are: 12ˆ10´4 for the convolutional GANs, 296ˆ10´4 for the classical GANs, and finally 17ˆ10´4 for our approach. As we can see, these scores are in complete accordance with the visual perception of the corresponding synthetic images.
One might presume that, in our method, if we continue iterating this could lead to further improvement, possibly matching the quality of convolutional GANs. Unfortunately this is not the case due to saturation phenomena that occur when the parameter estimation method reaches its steady-state phase. Indeed the residual perturbations (explained in Section 3.1) prohibit any additional enhancement.
Finally, we would like to add that, currently our group is targeting the extension of our method to convolutional networks. The goal is to be able to avoid adversarial approaches by developing a non-adversarial training method which enjoys significant reduction in computational complexity and robustness in convergence. Basically, we would like the convolutional networks to inherit the same positive characteristics established for their fully connected counterparts.
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